ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

BLYTHE TRANSITION (BLH.SBONO1): From over BLH VORTAC on BLH R-278 and PSP R-072 to SBONO DME. Thence.

DECAS TRANSITION (DECAS.SBONO1): From over DECAS INT on BLH R-278 and PSP R-072 to SBONO DME. Thence.

GOFFS TRANSITION (GFS.SBONO1): From over GFS VORTAC on GFS R-185 and TNP R-028 to TNP VORTAC, then on TNP R-199 and PSP R-072 to SBONO DME. Thence.

NEEDLES TRANSITION (EED.SBONO1): From over EED VORTAC on EED R-216 and TRM R-037 to UBABE DME, then on PSP R-072 to SBONO DME. Thence.

...From over SBONO DME expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.